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Abstract

With increasing application of aluminum alloys in automotive or aeronau-

tic industries, it is necessary to characterize their deformation behaviors at

large strains, high strain rates and elevated temperatures, which is relatively

lacking today. The aim of this paper is to experimentally and numerically

investigate the influence of forming rate and temperature on formability of

an AA5086 sheet. Firstly, tensile tests are carried out at different temper-

atures (20, 230, 290 and 350°C) and at different forming rates (10, 750 and

1000 mm/s). A technique of digital image correlation (DIC) associated with

a high-speed camera is applied to evaluate the surface strains and a com-

plete procedure is built to detect the onset of localized necking during the

experiments. The influences of initial testing temperature and forming rate

on the sheet formability are analyzed. Then in order to numerically deter-

mine the formability of this sheet, a form of Voce’s constitutive law taking
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into account the temperature and strain rate is proposed. An inverse anal-

ysis is carried out to identify the material parameters of the law for the

tested aluminum alloy. Finally, with the above identified law, tensile tests

are simulated. The experimental and numerical results show that the testing

temperature and forming rate have a great influence on sheet formability.

At high forming rates, the sheet formability of AA5086 is lowered up to a

certain temperature, above this temperature, the formability is greatly en-

hanced. Furthermore, the agreement between experimental and numerical

results indicates that the proposed constitutive law and the identified mate-

rial parameters can be appropriate to model the sensitivity of AA5086 sheet

towards strain rate and temperature.

Key words: Forming Limit Diagrams (FLDs); Dynamic tensile test;

Digital Image Correlation (DIC); Inverse analysis

1. Introduction

Sheet metal forming is a very commonly used method for producing var-

ious components in automotive or aeronautic industries. Especially with the

innovative techniques, such as hydroforming and incremental forming, the

manufacture of complex parts with low cost can be realized. However, in

sheet metal forming operations, the sheet can be deformed only to a certain

limit. This limit is usually imposed by the onset of localized necking, which

may lead to early failure. The ability of sheet metal to deform into desired

shape without local necking or fracture is defined as its formability. Formabil-

ity depends on many factors like material properties (e.g. strain hardening

coefficient, strain rate sensitivity, anisotropy ratio) or process parameters
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(e.g. strain rate, temperature) [19]. Thus, understanding and characteriz-

ing the formability of metal sheets are crucial for controlling final product

quality and then the success of the sheet forming operation, especially with

the increasing use of aluminum alloys that exhibit low formability compared

with typical mild steels [13, 7].

One important technique to evaluate the formability of sheet metals is the

use of forming limit diagrams (FLDs) developed by Keeler and Backofen in

the 1960s [9]. For sheet metal forming, FLDs are realistic and efficient diag-

nostic tools for evaluating formability. In addition, due to the improvement

of production rates, strain rates in sheet forming processes can be located

in the range of intermediate strain rates (10−2 to 500s−1). Nevertheless, the

mechanical behavior of materials at intermediate and high strain rates can be

considerably different from that observed with quasi-static loading because

of the strain-rate sensitivity of the material and propagation of stress waves

[21]. Further, strain-rate sensitivity has been identified as an important fac-

tor determining formability of sheet metal and can alter substantially the

level and the shape of FLCs. Of particular interest here is the influence of

strain rate on the forming capacity of metals during the forming process. A

review of currently available literature shows that relatively little attention

has been paid to models for FLDs taking strain rate into account.

Different analytical models have been developed that focus either on dif-

fuse or localized necking. These models not only help to understand the

necking phenomenon but they represent also useful tools to successfully and

rapidly predict the formability of sheet metals in industrial practice. The

strain rate sensitivity has been studied mainly through the classical M-K
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model. One of the first studies taking into account this effect was proposed

by [8]. Considering a von Mises’ yield function, the effect of strain rate

sensitivity have been evaluated. Afterwards, anisotropy of sheet metals was

introduced in this classical model by using different yield function, like the

Hill’s criterion [1] or the Logan’s and Hosford’s criterion [6]. In these analyt-

ical models, the strain hardening behavior and the strain rate sensitivity of

materials are generally represented by simplistic power laws. For some ma-

terials, especially for aluminium alloys, this formulation is not well adapted

to model the strain rate effects and then the onset of local necking [3]. More-

over, it has been shown that these simplistic laws only permit the study of

the influence of the strain rate sensitivity index but not the influence of the

value of the strain rate and temperature [23].

Experimentally, the Nakazima [14] and Marciniak tests [12] are widely

used to study sheet formability at quasi-static loading. Under dynamic con-

ditions, it is relatively difficult to adapt these conventional tests. Percy [17]

analyzed the influence of strain rate on FLDs by explosive forming and con-

cluded that FLDs level was dependent on the strain state and forming rates.

Broomhead et al. [2] performed bulge forming over a range of strain rates

from 10−3 to 70s−1 and concluded that the position of FLDs for biaxial tensile

conditions was lowered with increasing strain rate. The effects of tempera-

ture and forming speed on FLCs of an Al-Mg alloy (5083-O) sheet have been

investigated by Naka and Yoshida [15] for different speeds (0.2-200 mm/min)

and at temperatures of 20-180 °C. Experimental results showed that the level

of FLC increases with increasing temperature and decreasing forming speed.

By deep drawing of rectangular parts at a certain strain rate (1 s−1) con-
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ducted by Li and Ghosh [10], FLCs under warm forming conditions (250,

300 and 350 °C) were also determined for three different aluminum alloys

(AA5754, AA5182 and AA6111-T4). They all exhibit a significant improve-

ment in their formability with increasing temperature. Moreover, Ghosh [5]

has pointed out that warm formability drops with increasing forming speed.

However, no correlations have been presented between these experimental

results and those of numerical or analytical predictive model of FLCs.

With the increasing application of computational techniques, numerical

predictions of FLDs have become more attractive and the finite element

method (FEM) has been selected to analyze the necking process ([18], [22]).

In these models, the choice of an appropriate failure criterion is a key point

for the determination of accurate FLCs [20]. Moreover, it is found that the

hardening law implemented in finite element codes influence greatly the level

and shape of FLCs [24]. Therefore, an appropriate viscoplastic constitutive

model and a reliable identification of its parameters are primordial for the

formulation of an efficient formability predictive tool.

By use of the uniaxial tensile test, one point of the FLC can be obtained.

From the previous analytical studies of present authors, this point seems to

be very sensitive to the strain rate sensitivity of the material [24]. Moreover,

the uniaxial tensile test is well controlled under dynamic loading. Hence, a

tensile test performed at various forming rates can firstly be used to analyze

the sensitivity of forming behavior to strain rate.

Therefore, it is necessary to establish a rigorous procedure and carry out

more experimental investigations about forming behavior in a large range

of strain rates. One of the aims of this work is to propose an experimental
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procedure to characterize the effect of initial testing temperature and forming

rate on sheet formability. Firstly, a dynamic tensile test is conducted for

an AA5086 sheet at different temperatures (20, 230, 290 and 350 °C) and

different forming rates (10, 750 and 1000 mm/s). A technique of digital

image correlation associated with a high-speed camera is used to evaluate

the strains on the specimen surface and a complete procedure is built to

detect the onset of localized necking during the experiments. Then a form

of Voce’s constitutive law is proposed and an inverse analysis is applied to

identify the material parameters of this aluminum sheet for the different

investigated conditions. Finally, with the above identified laws, the dynamic

tensile test is simulated with ABAQUS and the comparison of experimental

and numerical results is given.

2. Experimental procedure and results

The dynamic tensile tests are carried out on a computer-controlled

servo-hydraulic testing machine. The actuator accelerates upward with the

crosshead to achieve a desired velocity before loading the test sample and

this velocity can be considered to remain constant during the test. To aug-

ment the sensitivity of this alloy to strain rate, tensile tests are conducted

at different temperatures (20, 230, 290 and 350 °C). The displacements are

controlled at constant rate and increased from 10 to 1000 mm/s, prescribing

average strain rates of order 10−1 to 102 s−1 in the defined specimen.

2.1. Experimental device

In this work, a tensile specimen is designed with a notch which results in

necking initiation in the central region of the specimen and then facilitates
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the capture of consecutive frames. The geometry and dimensions of the

specimens are shown in Fig. 1. The thickness of the AA5086 sheet is 2.0

mm.

Figure 1: Geometry and dimensions of the notched specimen (lengths in mm).

To satisfy the requirement that the longitudinal axis of the test specimen

coincides with tensile direction of the testing machine, a recently designed

grip system is used during the experiments, as shown in Fig. 2. The heels are

used to clamp the test specimen at its two ends. They are mounted on the

testing machine with the upper and lower grips. More importantly, under

dynamic conditions, the device allows a predetermined run where the sample

is accelerated to a desired test velocity.
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Figure 2: Grip system used in the dynamic tensile test.

Here, to capture the consecutive frames during the experiments, a high-

speed camera is used (FASTCAM ultima APX-RS digital CMOS camera)

associated with a macro lens, which is ideally suited for high magnification

close range applications. Additional light is required to illuminate the sample

during testing. A high frequency induction heating system is applied to heat

the specimen. Once the specimen is heated to the target temperature, tensile

test is performed. The camera and the load acquisition are triggered just

before the test is started to capture a picture of undeformed specimen.

Due to inherent hardware limitations of the camera, the higher the reso-

lution, the lower the possible sample rate. In our experiments, the tests are

performed at different crosshead speeds. Therefore, in order to get a good

representation of the central zone deformation of the specimen, the testing

speed and view resolution should be optimized for each speed, the chosen

balance is listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Camera settings

Testing speed (mm/s) Camera resolution (Pixels) Camera speed (images/s)

10 512×758 1500

750 256×656 12000

1000 128×352 18000

2.2. Strain evaluation and determination of the onset of localized necking

Digital image correlation (DIC) is a technique for non-contact strain mea-

surement and surface profilometry, which is nowadays widely used for forming

analysis of metal sheets as well as the determination of material properties.

For strain measurement using the DIC technique, the sample is prepared by

the application of a random dot pattern to its surface. In this work, to avoid

burning paints at elevated temperature, shotblasting treatment is applied to

replace white paint and produce white basecoat on specimen surface. The

zone of interest on the specimen surface is divided into small subsets (small

grid in Fig. 3(a)). Then the system tries to match the grey level distribution

of these subsets on the deformed images. This matching operation is carried

out throughout a displacement transformation applied to the subsets.

To perform correlation analysis in this work, the commercial digital imag-

ing program CORRELA2006 is employed. The DIC program calculates the

large strains in the plane of the test (εxx, εyy and εxy) and the principal

strains (ε11 and ε22) for each subset at different times. Then the equivalent

plastic strain can be computed for each subset. Hereafter, we use the uniaxial

tensile test performed under 10 mm/s at room temperature to analyze the

deformation process, as an illustrative example.

9
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Differently from a specimen with constant cross-section, in this notched

specimen, the strain in the zone of interest (grided zone in Fig. 3(a)) is non-

homogeneous during the test. Hence, in order to minimize the randomicity

of the experimental results and find a representative procedure for analyzing

the necking progress, the equivalent plastic strains in sections are obtained

by calculating the average strains of grids in the same rows (in the y-direction

on Fig. 3(a)). To study the evolution of localized necking throughout tests,

Fig. 3(b) displays the time-sequence of these equivalent plastic strain profiles

along the axis x with a regular time step.

10
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(b) Evolution of equivalent plastic strain profile at different

instants of time.

Figure 3: Experimental analysis and determination of onset of localized necking.

From the figure 3(b), it is observed that at early stage of the test, a

quasi-homogeneous deformation is distributed along the axis x. The subse-

quent development of deformation is concentrated to the central part of the
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specimen notch, and the plastic strain is localized to a smaller and smaller

region. After a certain moment, the equivalent plastic strain in the localized

zone (Zone b) rises extremely rapidly while the non-localized zone (Zone a)

shows a saturation in the equivalent plastic strain. The necking ultimately

ends with the onset of a rupture in the localized zone. The growth of this

localized necking can also be illustrated in Fig. 4, which plots the ratio of

average equivalent plastic strain increments in the localized (Zone b) and non-

localized zones (Zone a) throughout time. One can observe that this ratio

keeps relatively stable (close to 1) until about 0.52 s. After this moment, the

ratio increases suddenly and localized necking, i.e. plastic instability, begins

to occur. In this work, a failure criterion widely used for the M-K model is

chosen: when this ratio reaches 7, localized necking is assumed to occur. At

this moment, the principal strains (-0.067, 0.30) in Zone b are retained as

limit strains. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the equivalent plastic strain increment

ratio changes so suddenly, hence the critical value in the failure criterion has

no great influence on the determination of the limit strains. Therefore, the

value of 7 is reasonable as a failure criterion for predicting the onset of the

localized necking.
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Figure 4: Variation of equivalent plastic strain increment ratio in the localized and non-

localized zones.

2.3. Experimental results

Figure 5 represents the effect of temperature on the evolution of the force-

displacement curves measured during the plastic stage of the specimen de-

formation. For a quasi-static test speed (10mm/s), a thermal softening is

clearly observed on these curves, when the test temperature increases from

20°C to 350°C the maximum tensile force is decreased by half. On Figure 6,

the temperature is fixed at 350°C and the evolutions of the force-displacement

curves are plotted for three different forming speeds. In order to properly

analyze the mechanical behavior of the material under dynamic conditions

(750mm/s and 1000mm/s), the oscillations due to impact-induced stress

wave travelling through the specimen have been filtered out. An increasing

load level is observed with increasing forming speed, the magnitude of this
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effect depends on the level of the test temperature. As a result, for high

temperatures, the effect of strain rate on the material behavior should be

taken into account for accurate rheological predictions.
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Figure 5: Influence of temperature on force-displacement evolutions at 10mm/s and for

the plastic stage.
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Figure 6: Influence of tensile speed on force-displacement evolutions at 350°C and for the

plastic stage.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the major strains in terms of the tem-

perature (20, 230, 290 and 350 °C) and testing speeds (10, 750 and 1000

mm/s). The minor strains are not represented here but the same tendencies

are observed, due to the constant strain path for all the specimens. Three

specimens are tested for each condition, and the different curves are plotted

by using the average major strain for each condition. In all cases, the scatter

from test to test is relatively low.

As the figure 7 demonstrates, forming limit becomes considerably higher

with low forming rate (10mm/s) and elevated temperature. At room tem-

perature, limit strains are not so sensitive to forming rate. By comparison,

at 290 °C , with the forming rate from 10 to 750 mm/s, a 69 % reduction in
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Figure 7: Limit strains under different forming rates and temperatures.

major strain can be observed, while at 350 °C, a relative decrease of 51 % is

exhibited. It is true that there is no significant differences between strains at

750 and 1000 mm/s, because these two forming rates are relatively close. In

conclusion, at elevated temperature, forming rate plays a prominent role in

determining sheet formability. At low forming rate (10 mm/s), the testing

temperature always plays a positive effect on sheet formability. It may be

concluded that at 350 °C, an increasing forming rate compensates the posi-

tive effect of temperature on the formability, and this leads to an insignificant

effect of temperature on the formability for this range of rate (major strain

remains close to 30 %). At 230◦C, the compensating effect of forming rate is

more pronounced, consequently, we observe the lowest major strains at this

temperature for the two high speeds tested. Differently from the conclusion
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in [10, 15, 5], with increasing temperature, there does not exhibit a single

trend in major strains at different forming rates. The aim of the following

parts is to find numerically this notable evolution thanks to an appropriate

constitutive law.

3. Identification of material’s constitutive laws

Based on the above tensile test with a notched specimen, it is difficult to

identify the material’s flow behavior with conventional analytical methods

due to the irregular specimen cross-section. Nowadays, the inverse methods

are intensively used to adjust the material parameters for more and more

complex constitutive laws or irregular specimen geometry. The basic concept

of an inverse analysis for parameter identification is to find out a set of

unknown material parameters in constitutive equation thanks to a Finite

Element simulation of the test.

3.1. Constitutive law

At high temperatures, the mechanical behavior of aluminium alloys re-

sults from a balance between work-hardening and thermal softening. This

behavior can be represented by the use of a Voce’s hardening law ([11],[3])

(Eq. 1)

σ = σ0 + C1

√

1 − e−n(T )εe(
C4

T
)ε̇

m(T )
(1)

where σ and ε are the equivalent plastic stress and strain, respectively,

and σ0 the yield strength. In order to model the influence of temperature on

the wide range tested (from 20 to 350 °C), an exponential form of the strain

hardening index n(T ) is proposed in this work :
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(C3T )

For the strain rate sensitivity index m(T ), a linear evolution with tem-

perature seems to be appropriate :

m(T ) = C5 + C6T

The coefficients Ci (i = 1..6) are constants, they will be identified through

the inverse analysis procedure. Due to the sheet plane quasi-isotropy of

AA5086, a von Mises’s yield function is used in the FE model.

3.2. Results

The identification procedure (OPTPAR) used in the present work, de-

veloped by Gavrus [4], is based on an iterative Gauss-Newton’s algorithm,

using numerical computation of the first order derivatives of the cost func-

tion with respect to the parameters to be identified. The identification of

the constitutive parameters is performed with a FE simulation of the tensile

test using the ABAQUS software until the minimum of the cost function is

reached. The FE model for inverse analysis is shown in Fig. 8, which is

meshed with triangle elements. By means of the user-defined FORTRAN

subroutine UHARD, the constitutive law (Eq. 1) can be implemented into

the finite element code.

In this work, we suppose that the value of the yield strength depends

only on temperature but not on strain rate level, which is commonly verified

for aluminum alloys [16]. The yield strengths and the identified constitutive

parameters Ci are given in table 2.

18
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Zone b

Zone aZone a

Figure 8: FE model used for inverse analysis.

The comparison between experimental and calculated loads versus dis-

placement at 10mm/s is illustrated in Fig.9. There is much discrepancy

between experimental and identified curves of load vs. displacement for

higher temperatures, but these curves curves are obtained under the same

low forming rate (10 mm/s), therefore, the influence of strain rate on this dis-

crepancy is probably less. The agreement between the experimental curves

and the ones identified by inverse analysis is not perfect but the Voce’s con-

stitutive law and the identified parameters permit to well model the global

effect of temperature and strain rate on the behavior of this aluminium alloy,

on the wide range of tested temperatures and forming rates. Considering

self-heating, thermal radiation and conductivity, not presented in this work,

should improve the identification of the parameters.
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Table 2: Yield strengths and constitutive parameter values.

20°C 230°C 290°C 350°C

σ0 (MPa) 162.7 147.2 131.7 116.2

C1 (MPa) 27.41

C2 1.76

C3 (K−1) 2.08 10−3

C4 (K) 606.20

C5 -1 10−6

C6 (K−1) 1.54 10−4

4. Numerical study and discussion

With the above identified constitutive laws, the tensile test is simulated

at different temperatures and forming speeds. The onset of localized necking

is analyzed with the identical procedure to experiments. Figure 10 shows

the comparison of evolution of the limit major strains in terms of the tem-

perature (20, 230, 290 and 350 °C) and high tensile speeds (750 and 1000

mm/s) by experimental and numerical methods. From this figure, one can

observe the same phenomenon on numerical and experimental results, i.e.

the negative effect of strain rate on formability up to 230 °C. The experi-

mental limit major strains are slightly lower than numerical ones (except for

350 °C). Especially at 230 °C, a relative difference of 20 % in major strains

exists. One reason for this divergence might results from the discrepancies

observed between experimental load-displacement curves and the identified

ones. Even So, the compensating effect of temperature and forming rate is

clearly observed and the same tendencies of major strain versus temperature

20
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Figure 9: Experimental and identified curves of load versus displacement at 10mm/s

and forming rate are found. For 750 and 1000 mm/s, the sheet formabil-

ity of AA5086 is lowered up to a certain temperature (between 200◦C and

250◦C), above this temperature, the formability is enhanced by a stronger

thermal softening. It seems to be rather difficult to give the complete and

exact explanation about the decrease of sheet formability in the range 200

to 250◦C. Very few studies exist in the literature. Naka et al. [15] explain

that the decrease of formability with stain rate is due to a lower value of

the strain rate sensitivity index m in this range of temperature. Neverthe-

less, their approach is based on a very simplistic constitutive equation which

can not reproduce the material behaviour of an aluminum alloy in a wide

range of temperature and strain rate. It exists a competition between the

mechanism of thermal softening and the evolution of the strain rate index
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with temperature, then considering a more elaborate constitutive law which

could take into account the different coupling effects between temperature

and strain rate is essential. This agreement between numerical and experi-

mental results in turn indicates that the proposed constitutive law seems to

be appropriate to model the thermal softening and work-hardening effect on

mechanical behaviour of an AA5086 sheet.
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Figure 10: Experimental and numerical limit strains under different forming speeds and

temperatures.

5. Conclusions

This paper investigates experimentally and numerically the effect of form-

ing rate and temperature on sheet formability of an AA5086 sheet. By car-

rying out a dynamic experimental tensile test and its associated FE model,
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the following conclusions can be drawn.

• The technique of digital image correlation associated with a high-speed

camera has been successfully applied to evaluate the strains at high

forming rates and at high temperatures. With the time-sequence of

equivalent plastic strain profiles along the specimen’s longitudinal axis,

a complete procedure is built to detect the onset of localized necking

during the experiments.

• To describe the forming behavior of this AA5086 sheet, a form of Voce’s

hardening law taking into account the temperature and strain rate is

proposed. The inverse method is used to identify the material param-

eters for this law. The agreement between experimental and numerical

results indicates that this constitutive law and identified material pa-

rameters can model the high temperature deformation behavior of the

sheet.

• The comparison of experimental and numerical results shows that for

high strain rates (around 102 s−1), the sheet formability seems to be

lowered up to a certain temperature (between 200◦C and 250◦C), above

this temperature, the formability is enhanced and the negative effect

of strain rate on formability is compensated.
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